
■ This article reports on the first phase of the contin-
uous planning and execution framework (CPEF), a
system that employs sophisticated plan-genera-
tion, -execution, -monitoring, and -repair capabil-
ities to solve complex tasks in unpredictable and
dynamic environments. CPEF embraces the philos-
ophy that plans are dynamic, open-ended artifacts
that must evolve in response to an ever-changing
environment. In particular, plans and activities are
updated in response to new information and
requirements to ensure that they remain viable
and relevant. Users are an integral part of the
process, providing input that influences plan gen-
eration, repair, and overall system control. CPEF has
been applied successfully to generate, execute, and
repair complex plans for gaining and maintaining
air superiority within a simulated operating envi-
ronment.

The AI planning community, until re-
cently, has focused its attention almost
exclusively on the problem of generation:

producing a schedule of activities that when
performed in some initial state will guarantee
achievement of a specified set of goals. With
the exception of plan repair, important topics
related to the use of plans (robust execution,
reactivity, monitoring, evaluation) have
received significantly less consideration. In
realistic domains, however, plan generation is
only a small component of the overall package.

This article reports on the first phase of an
effort to develop a system, the continuous plan-
ning and execution framework (CPEF), that com-
bines sophisticated plan-generation and plan-
use capabilities to solve complex tasks in
unpredictable and dynamic environments. CPEF

embraces the philosophy that plans are dynam-
ic, open-ended artifacts that must evolve in
response to an ever-changing environment. In
particular, plans must be updated in response
to new information and requirements in a
timely fashion to ensure that they remain

viable and relevant. Plan execution involves
more than blind adherence to previously gener-
ated plans. Rather, run-time decisions are made
to adapt, initiate, or abandon plans and ac-
tivities in response to current considerations
within the operating environment.

To date, the emphasis for CPEF has been to
produce a distributed, multiagent framework
in which plan generation and execution are
fluidly integrated. The system provides timely
adaptation of its activities based on monitor-
ing of critical events within its operating envi-
ronment. Users are an integral part of the over-
all process, providing input that will influence
the types of plan that are generated, the num-
ber of options to consider, failure assessments,
plan-repair strategies, and overall control of
system behavior.

One unique characteristic of CPEF is that it
supports both direct execution, in which activi-
ties and actions are undertaken by the system
itself, and indirect execution, in which the sys-
tem supervises execution of plans by a collec-
tion of distributed execution entities. The indi-
rect model of execution is essential for many
domains, including work-flow management
and many classes of military operations, where
software control of plan entities is impossible.

CPEF leverages several sophisticated AI tech-
nologies as components. SIPE-2 (Wilkins 1988)
provides hierarchical task network (HTN) plan-
ning and plan-repair capabilities. The ADVISABLE

PLANNER (Myers 1996) supports user provision
of advice to guide both plan generation and
plan repair within SIPE-2. The ADVISABLE PLANNER

thus enables users to direct planning tasks at
high levels, letting SIPE-2 manage the underly-
ing details. The procedural reasoning system
(PRS) (Georgeff and Ingrand 1989), a knowl-
edge-based reactive control system that inte-
grates goal-oriented and event-driven activity
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supports a richer set of interactions between
the planner and the executor as well as a
broader set of plan-adaptation and -repair
mechanisms. Third, CYPRESS did not support
indirect plan execution, thus limiting its
applicability to domains in which planned
actions could be executed and monitored by
the system itself. Finally, the grounding of CPEF

in a powerful multiagent architecture (MPA)
enables distributed operations, which were not
supported within CYPRESS.

CPEF, although domain-independent tech-
nology, is being developed to support a Joint
Forces Air Component Commander (JFACC) in
the prosecution of realistic air campaigns. This
article describes one demonstration that illus-
trates CPEF’s ability to generate, execute, and
repair complex air-campaign plans while
remaining responsive to changes in guidance
and tasking.

CPEF Architecture
Figure 1 provides an overview of the CPEF sys-
tem. Boxes in the figure represent key function-
al capabilities, and arrows depict information
flow. Attached to each box is the name of one
or more technologies—the advisable planner
(AP), the procedural reasoning system (PRS), SIPE-
2—that implement the associated functions.

CPEF Components
The plan manager lies at the heart of the sys-
tem, directing the overall plan-generation, -
monitoring, and -execution processes. The

in a flexible hierarchical framework, is used
both as a high-level reactive controller for the
overall system and as a way to track execution
through generated plans. Finally, CPEF builds
on certain capabilities from the multiagent
planning architecture (MPA) (Wilkins and
Myers 1998) to provide distributed com-
munication and plan-storage services.

CPEF draws on experience gained in building
CYPRESS (Wilkins et al. 1995), an integrated
planning and execution system that used SIPE-
2 as a generative planner and PRS as an execu-
tor. Like CYPRESS, CPEF uses a common procedure
library (encompassing both plans and op-
erators) encoded in the ACT representation lan-
guage (Wilkins and Myers 1995). Elements of
the library span multiple abstraction levels and
can be used for both plan generation and exe-
cution, thus supporting smooth transitions
between the two capabilities. In particular,
plan generation can proceed to arbitrary levels
of refinement, with the executor applying
additional procedures at run time to refine
tasks to executable activities. As with CYPRESS,
planning and execution operate asyn-
chronously within CPEF, in a loosely coupled
fashion. CPEF components communicate
domain knowledge, plans, requests, and situa-
tion information, as required, to fulfill their
respective responsibilities.

CPEF differs from CYPRESS in several key ways.
First, rather than leaving control of the overall
system implicit in the activities of the execu-
tion module, an explicit plan manager oversees
operations within the system. Second, CPEF
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Figure 1. Functional Overview of CPEF.
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plan manager is always active, continuously
monitoring the world for new tasks and infor-
mation to which the system should respond.

The planner provides core plan-generation
and -adaptation capabilities, ranging from ful-
ly automated to interactive and advisable plan-
ning in which users can express recommenda-
tions and preferences on the types of plans
that are to be produced. Advisable planning is
valuable both to support user customizability
of generated plans and to enable user-directed
exploration of qualitatively different options.

Plan repair oversees adaptations of plans in
response to situation changes and execution
results. The simulator serves as a stand-in for the
real-world execution of a plan. The plan server
provides a repository for storing multiple plans
in an organized and principled fashion. Al-
though of limited use within the current system,
the plan server will be essential for managing the
large numbers of options and subplans required
to support long-term continuous planning.

The interface supports interactions between
the user and CPEF. Users can supply a range of
information and requests to the system,
including assignment of tasks, situational
updates, evaluation assessments, and planning
advice. The system informs the user of critical
events and activities, soliciting guidance when
appropriate to direct problem solving.

Agent-Based Organization
CPEF incorporates portions of MPA (Wilkins and
Myers 1998) into its infrastructure. MPA is an
agent framework that provides a collection of
services and capabilities designed to facilitate
the management of complex, distributed plan-
ning tasks.

CPEF uses two components of MPA, namely, its
communication infrastructure and its plan
server. MPA communication consists of a set of
message protocols layered on top of KQML

(Finin et al. 1992). The protocols define a spe-
cialized language for exchanging information
and requests related to plans and planning ac-
tivities. MPA was developed originally to provide
general agent services for plan-construction
and -evaluation tasks. For MPA to be used as the
underlying agent infrastructure for CPEF, the
communication protocols had to be extended
to support the exchange of requests and results
related to plan repair and execution.

Plan Manager
The plan manager is responsible for the overall
control of system operation. As such, its main
responsibilities are to control generation of
plans and options for outstanding tasks, over-

see execution of plans, provide knowledge
management capabilities for plans and plan
execution (monitor for key events, perform in-
formation-gathering tasks), provide timely
response to user requests and unexpected
events, and control adaptation of plans in
response to plan failures.

The plan manager can execute multiple
threads of activity at any given time. This mul-
tiprocessing enables, for example, one or more
secondary plans to be activated in response to
unexpected events while continuing execution
of the primary plan (for example, dispatch of a
search-and-rescue mission to recover a downed
pilot during execution of the main air-cam-
paign plan).

Direct versus Indirect Execution
Previous work on reactive execution of plans
has focused on models in which an executor
directly performs the activities specified in a
plan. For example, the software controller for
a mobile robot would initiate actual execution
of actions by the robot (turning, increasing
speed, or stopping) in the physical world.

This direct model of execution is inap-
propriate for the JFACC domain because the
actions in JFACC plans must be performed by
the pilots, soldiers, marines, and support staff
who are involved with the campaign. Rather,
the JFACC operating environment requires an
indirect model of execution in which plan
activities are performed by human agents in
the real world rather than a software con-
troller. Within this indirect model, the role of
an executor is to track the execution of the plan
rather than to carry out the actions. Tracking
involves monitoring progress through the exe-
cution of the plan based on information (pos-
sibly incomplete) about the outcomes of indi-
vidual actions within the plan.

Although a seemingly subtle distinction, the
difference between direct and indirect execu-
tion greatly impacts the design of an executor.
With indirect execution, an executor might
not have immediate access to information
about the success or failure of prescribed
actions or might not even be able to determine
whether these actions ever took place. Even
when information is available, there can be a
significant time lag between performance of an
action and receipt of information about its sta-
tus. Similarly, there can be substantial delays
and cost in redirecting activities of the agents
that are performing the actions in the plan.

The plan manager uses a flow model for track-
ing plan execution. This approach involves
waiting for reports on the outcome (success,
failure, or unknown) of individual actions, in
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tial world). The effects-based filtering elimi-
nates large numbers of conditions that should
not be monitored because they are to be estab-
lished by actions within the plan. Prespecified
domain models identify a response to be per-
formed when the applicability conditions are
violated. Currently, there are three categories
of responses: (1) alerts for the user, (2) plan
repairs, and (3) invocation of standard operat-
ing procedures. In addition, the domain mod-
els indicate conditions for which assumption
monitors are definable, thus filtering condi-
tions whose violation is not significant. For ex-
ample, weather conditions can fluctuate over
time; their status can be disregarded until
entry into a critical time window preceding
key actions.

Failures and Repairs
Within CPEF, the plan manager determines
when to initiate modifications to a plan. In
contrast to many systems, individual failures
do not necessarily lead to plan repair. Rather,
the plan manager supports a variety of models
for interpreting failures and responding.

Generalized Failure Models
Within the AI community, models for de-
tecting and recovering from plan-execution
failures have generally been limited to precondi-
tion failures and action failures. A precondition
failure arises when associated preconditions for
an action are not satisfied at the time the action
is to be executed. An action failure results when
the execution of an action does not attain its
intended effects. These two types of failure,
although important, cover only a small portion
of the space of possible failures. The initial CPEF

system takes a first step toward a more general
framework through its accommodation of the
following additional failure types.

Unattributable Failures    Failures are called
unattributable if no individual action has failed
or no assumption is violated, but some assess-
ment (human or automated) has deemed the
current plan inadequate. For example, a com-
mander might declare that a planned breach of
the enemy’s air-defense system has failed,
despite the success of each constituent mission.
Such a situation can arise either because the
planning operators do not model the real
world with sufficient fidelity or simply because
the commander has a conservative nature (for
example, he/she requires a high guarantee of
neutralization before he/she is willing to fly
subsequent missions through a sector).

Aggregate Failures In many situations, a
single failure need not be cause for alarm.

accordance with the temporal ordering
relationships of actions in the plan. For exam-
ple, if action A1 precedes action A2, the flow
model dictates that the outcome of A1 must be
determined and appropriate responses taken
before the outcome of A2 can be considered.
This tracking mechanism was implemented as
a variant of the standard hierarchical task-exe-
cution mechanisms within PRS. In particular,
specialized methods were defined for action
achievement and condition testing that imple-
ment tracking rather than execution seman-
tics. In the future, our group (see Acknowledg-
ments) intends to explore more opportunistic
tracking models that enable response to action
outcomes in arbitrary orders.

Monitors
The creation and deployment of monitors is a
critical part of CPEF. A monitor is an event-
response rule for which detection of the speci-
fied event leads to execution of the designated
response.

We have begun development of a taxonomy
of monitor classes that will enable appropriate
measured responses to critical detected events.
The different classes derive from variations in
both the type of event to be detected and the
nature of the response. We believe that this
classification will enable simpler and more
modular specifications of monitors for both
automated and interactive approaches.

The main categories of concern to date have
been failure, knowledge, and assumption moni-
tors: Failure monitors encode appropriate re-
sponses to failures that could occur during exe-
cution of a plan. Knowledge monitors test for
the availability of information about a world-
state condition that is needed for decision
making. Assumption monitors test for situa-
tion changes that violate assumptions upon
which a given plan relies. Assumption moni-
tors are particularly valuable in that they
enable early detection of potential problems
with a plan rather than waiting for problems
to surface during plan execution.

CPEF supports user definition of a wide range
of monitors. In addition, it provides automat-
ed generation of assumption monitors based
on the content of a plan. The algorithm for
extracting assumption monitors involves a tra-
versal of the HTN plan-derivation structures,
collecting from each node those operator
applicability conditions that are dynamic (for
example, troop locations and threat levels but
not geographic conditions) and are not includ-
ed in the effects of some preceding node in the
plan (that is, they must be satisfied in the ini-
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Indeed, good human planners often build
redundancies into their plans to improve
robustness. As a concrete illustration, air-cam-
paign plans often include extra missions above
and beyond what is required to satisfy the ob-
jectives at hand to improve the likelihood of
success. An aggregate failure is defined by a set
of actions whose collective failure constitutes a
significant event.

Detection of unattributable and aggregate
failures requires information beyond what is
stored in plan-dependency structures. Within
CPEF currently, unattributable failures are iden-
tified by human assessors, and a simple
domain-specific theory of aggregate failures
has been defined for air-campaign plans.

Plan Repairs
The JFACC application domain (like many
others) requires the use of conservative repairs
(Nebel and Koehler 1995) that minimize
changes to the original plan. Plans should
evolve gradually, with small changes in the
world or current goals resulting in proportion-
ally small changes to the plan. Minimization
of changes is important to ensure the continu-
ity of the plan and because of the potentially
high costs of redirecting execution entities. To
date, the focus in CPEF has been on conserva-
tive repair based on analysis of plan-dependen-
cy structures (Kambhampati and Hendler
1992; Wilkins 1985). In particular, CPEF relies
on the core methods defined previously within
SIPE-2, along with several extensions that sup-
port more flexible forms of plan repair.

Generally speaking, plan repair based on
dependency structure analysis involves identi-
fying a set of root nodes that are the source of
failures. Each such root has an associated
wedge of lower-level tasks, which are removed
from the plan. New subplans are then generat-
ed for each root node, if possible; otherwise,
the process repeats for the parent of the node,
terminating when the generation process suc-
ceeds. To support the repair of unattributable
failures, CPEF allows users to identify arbitrary
root nodes whose wedges are to be replaced.

A second extension to the methods in SIPE-2
enables replanning for task generator nodes. A
task generator node differs from standard task
nodes in that it spawns a set of instances of a
task template rather than a single task
instance. The set of instances is determined by
a special creation condition: An instance of the
task template is created for each set of bindings
that satisfies the creation condition. Generator
nodes provide a powerful representational
capability that is critical for planning in many
realistic domains. The operator knowledge

base for the JFACC domain relies extensively
on generator nodes. For example, it contains
an operator named Protect-all-threatened-
COGS that can be applied to reduce threat lev-
els to blue centers of gravity.1 The operator
contains (among other subgoals) the following
goal generator:

ACTION: GENERATE-GOALS
GOAL-GENERATOR: (defend-cog 

threatened-place when1 rating1)
CREATION-CONDITION: (blue-cog 

threatened-place)

To support plan repair, generated tasks
whose creation conditions are violated are
identified and removed from a plan. Fur-
thermore, situation changes that result in the
satisfaction of additional instances of the cre-
ation conditions lead to insertion of corre-
sponding generated tasks into the plan.

The plan-repair capabilities within CPEF rep-
resent a start toward more flexible plan-adap-
tation mechanisms. More work is required to
produce the general plan-repair framework
envisioned for the final CPEF system. Methods
grounded in the analysis of dependency struc-
tures produce a plan that is proven correct with
respect to the underlying domain model; here,
correctness means that simulated execution of
the plan will result in a world state where the
original goals are satisfied. Even though this
notion of correctness is somewhat weak
(because unexpected events generally will
occur, and the domain knowledge itself might
be faulty), guarantees of correctness can be
computationally expensive to secure. For this
reason, a continuous planning system should
provide a spectrum of plan-repair mechanisms
ranging from the correct but costly minimal-
perturbation, dependency structure methods
to transformational approaches that use
domain-specific repair rules (in the spirit of
Ambite and Knoblock [1997]), possibly trading
correctness for efficiency.

Simulation Environment
The JFACC application domain precludes eval-
uation of CPEF in an actual operational setting.
Furthermore, no appropriate simulation envi-
ronment exists in which to conduct experi-
ments. For these reasons, a PRS-based simulation
environment called simulated flexible execu-
tion (SIMFLEX) was developed to enable testing,
evaluation, and demonstration of the continu-
ous planning and execution capabilities of CPEF.

SIMFLEX provides an “epsilon-fidelity” simu-
lation capability that neither requires elabo-
rate domain-specific action models nor tracks
state information in the simulated world. The
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superiority within a designated region. The
plans in this domain are derived through hier-
archical refinement of objectives for defensive
and offensive air superiority, terminating at
the level of the missions to be flown (Lee
1998). The final plans, which require less than
a minute to generate, contain several thousand
nodes and can span over 30 refinement levels.2

Figure 2 provides a high-level overview of a
partial run of the system. The timeline along
the bottom shows exogenous events that lie
outside the system’s control. Above this time-
line, activities are organized along three func-
tional roles: (1) the user, (2) the planner, and
(3) the plan manager. The system is designed
so that the user plays an active role in both
plan development and execution. The term
planner is used generically to refer to a number
of planning-related activities: plan generation,
plan analysis, and plan repair. The plan man-
ager is active at all times, providing three main
threads of activity in parallel: (1) situation
monitoring, (2) execution tracking, and (3)
process management.

Activity begins in response to the user speci-
fying air objectives for a given campaign, along
with advice that reflects the commander’s guid-
ance for one or more courses of action to be
developed. The planner generates plans to sat-
isfy these objectives and advice, relative to its
current knowledge of the operating environ-

only required input to SIMFLEX is a description
of the set of actions and conditions for a given
domain. For each possible action, SIMFLEX gen-
erates an act (Wilkins and Myers 1995) for sim-
ulating the execution of the action. Similarly,
SIMFLEX generates an act for simulating the test-
ing of each condition in the domain. These
acts are parameterized, thus enabling run-
time–modifiable outcomes for the actions and
conditions in the plan. To simulate a given
plan, SIMFLEX traverses through its nodes,
invoking the generated acts using the standard
task-refinement methods within PRS. By build-
ing on the infrastructure of PRS in this manner,
development of the simulation environment
required relatively little effort.

User-specifiable distributions determine both
the rates at which actions or condition tests suc-
ceed, fail, or yield no information about their
execution, as well as the duration of actions.
Users can also specify overriding success and
duration rates for individual actions, conditions,
and tasks. As such, SIMFLEX provides a flexible,
tailorable environment in which to conduct
evaluation of continuous planning capabilities.

CPEF Application
CPEF has been applied to an air-campaign plan-
ning domain, with emphasis on achieving air
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Figure 2. Demonstration Timeline.
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ment. The completed plans are
reviewed by the user, who can recom-
mend changes to satisfy any outstand-
ing concerns through the specification
of additional or modified advice; the
planner then produces updated plans
that incorporate the user’s feedback.
(Alternatively, the user could request
the generation of a plan with markedly
different characteristics through the
specification of different advice.) As
planning proceeds, the plan manager
monitors the environment for events
that are relevant to the developing
plan. Receipt of an intelligence update
that invalidates parts of the plan will
result in the planner being tasked to
repair the affected portions.

Monitoring of the environment
continues as execution of the selected
plan commences. At some point during
the execution, notification is received
that a pilot has been downed; the sys-
tem responds by instigating an appro-
priate activity (for example, a search-
and-rescue mission). In addition to
monitoring for such critical events, the
plan manager tracks progress through
the execution of the plan to determine
whether modifications are needed in
response to the status of the execution.
As an illustration, one generated plan
contains missions to neutralize a set of
surface-to-air missile sites as a way of
enabling access to a critical air sector.
Receipt of reports indicating that more
than a designated threshold of mis-
sions failed (an aggregate failure) trig-
gers plan repair to address the failure.
The user can provide advice to influ-
ence the kinds of modifications that are
made to the plan during the repair
process. For example, the user can rec-
ommend a strategy that involves the
establishment of a second neutraliza-
tion mission or a more radical ap-
proach that eliminates the need for
access to the air sector.

Conclusions
CPEF, although a work in progress,
already provides many of the founda-
tional capabilities required for contin-
uous planning and execution in high-
ly dynamic and complex worlds.
These capabilities include an agent-
based architecture, rich monitoring
and repair strategies, flexible integra-

tion of plan generation and execution,
and highly adaptive problem-solving
capabilities. Much more is required,
however, to produce a truly continu-
ous planning and execution system.

One key area for future research is
open-ended planning. CPEF currently
relies on traditional planning methods
that create end-to-end solutions. Con-
tinuous operation requires the ability
to produce open-ended plans that
grow and evolve in response to the
dynamics of the environment. Our
group is exploring methods for gen-
erating plans whose abstraction depth
and temporal extent are grounded in
the knowledge and constraints of the
current situation. Incremental plan-
ning techniques will be required to
enable the growth and evolution of
open-ended plans in response to situ-
ation changes.
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Notes
1. A center of gravity corresponds to a location
or capability that has been designated as crit-
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jfacc.html.
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